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The Uncharted 4: A Thief's End Collectorâ€™s Edition Guide includes...Only in this Collector's

Edition: Pirate Sigil Coinâ€”Silver Variant - An important artifact from Nathan Drakeâ€™s latest

adventure, this silver-colored Pirate Sigil Coin is exclusive to this Uncharted 4 Collectorâ€™s Edition

Guide.Detailed Maps: Confidently run, jump, climb, grapple, and shimmy from one point of interest

to the next using our maps, which show detailed traversal routes for every challenging area in the

game.Find Every Treasure & Collectible: This exhaustive guide reveals every collectible treasure,

trophy, weapon, journal entry, conversation, and more.Complete Story Walkthrough: Our

step-by-step walkthrough leads you through the entire adventure, providing stealthy alternatives to

advance more efficiently and earn special Trophies for sneakiness.Adventuring School: Learn

everything you need to know about navigating the environment, combat, weapons, vehicles,

treasure hunting, and more!PlusÂ enemy and weapon data, multiplayer coverage, treasure and

trophy checklists, and character profiles!Free mobile-friendly eGuide! Includes a code to access the

eGuide, a web-access version of the complete guide optimized for a second-screen

experience.These limited edition guides will only be printed once. When they are sold out, they will

be gone forever!
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It's pretty hard to screw up an Uncharted guide. Most of the time they're fairly simple in nature and

fairly easy to follow because the games aren't exactly complicated games in anyway. The last few



guides I've gotten my hands on by Prima have been questionable in some way simply because a lot

of them are concerned about helping you learn and understand the game... but not really mastering

them. For some games this approach is not a good one for a strategy guide (say... Dark Souls III)

but for other guides it can work just enough that it's actually okay. Uncharted falls into that category.

The layout is fairly similar to Bradygames guide for "The Last of Us." It's actually a pretty good guide

that will help you learn the game and with Uncharted that's really all you need.The guide begins, as

most do, with the basics. And considering how many new and unique features Uncharted 4

introduces, it's a pretty good thing that the guide is willing to go into a lot of these basics, even

noting how much some things have actually changed. As I said before, Uncharted isn't exactly a

complicated game, but the guide does make sure to help those get acquainted to the systems and

mechanics of Uncharted fairly well. If you're new to Uncharted then this is a good place to start. It

does talk about some of the differences between difficulty settings but the guide is specifically

written for those going through moderate difficulty. I'd be less bothered by this if the guide did not

also note how extreme some of the differences between Moderate and the game's highest difficulty

really are. We'll come back to this point. For now it's just safe to say the guide doesn't do a bad job

introducing Uncharted.

â€œUncharted 4: A Thiefâ€™s Endâ€• is the final chapter Naughty Dogâ€™s series about the life and

times of Nathan Drake. It is also arguably the biggest PlayStation 4 exclusive to date. The long

running action-adventure series made its debut on the PS3, and all three releases on the console

were top sellers. The new game is already the fastest selling first-party game for the PlayStation 4,

and will likely set even more sales records for Sonyâ€™s home console. To help with the new

action-adventure game, Prima has released two versions of their guide book.â€œUncharted 4: A

Thiefâ€™s Endâ€• takes a slightly different tone than previous entries. This is in large part due to a

change in creative directors. Neil Druckmann, of â€œThe Last of Usâ€• fame has put his stamp on

the new game. Prima has also tied their â€œUncharted 4 Collectorâ€™s Edition Guideâ€• to the

â€œLast of Usâ€• by including a small keepsake. Where â€œThe Last of Usâ€™â€• â€œCollectorâ€™s

Edition Guideâ€• book included a Firefly keychain, this book includes a silver variant of the Pirate

Sigil Coin. This important artifact from Nathan Drakeâ€™s latest adventure, is exclusive to the

Collectorâ€™s Edition Guide.While the prior â€œUnchartedâ€• games ran the player through some

pretty narrow corridors, â€œUncharted 4: A Thiefâ€™s Endâ€• features more wide-open areas,

allowing for a great deal more exploration. This is where the guide book is most useful. Known, for

its collectibles, the â€œUnchartedâ€• series and â€œUncharted 4â€• have a lot of treasures to find. In



the new game, those treasures can be used to unlock in game features, for a second playthrough,

as well as the more typical gallery screens and models. Both the hardback Collectorâ€™s Edition

and standard guide do a great job showing where these can all be found.
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